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FKT Element

This element was specifically constructed and designed to withstand severe brake and clutch applications where 
large inertia loads and slippage that would normally result in a loss of torque and would significantly reduced 
operating life.

The design and construction of the FKT element is different from the FK and FM, due to the fact that the torque is 
transmitted by torque bars, and not by the sidewalls of the air tube. The tube is loose and contained within the 
housing which is formed by a rim and two side plates, which are replaceable.  The torque bars are held in position by 
the side plates which cross through the cavities of the aluminum brake shoes. Pressurizing the air tube, forces the 
aluminum brake shoe to constrict around the cylindrical surface of the drum. The release springs in the torque bar 
cavities of the brake shoes retract the brake shoe when the actuating tube pressure has been released.

The elements capacity to transmit torque depends on the applied air pressure and the rotating velocity. The values 
indicated in the catalog are given at a pressure of 7,5 psi (5,2 bar) and zero r.p.m. The maximum recommended 
pressure is 12,5 psi (8,6 bar). The correction values of the pressure appear in the selection procedure section.

The FKT elements are available in 22 sizes and are identified by the drum diameter in inches on which they constrict 
and the drum width in inches of its friction blocks.
For a give diameter of drum, it is possible to have two different widths in inches of friction blocks. Therefore the 
elements are grouped in two series: narrow and wide.

For example, the narrow series would be 20-FKT-600, and the wide series 20-FKT-1000, both working on a drum with 
a diameter 20". The narrow series has 6" wide, where as the wide series has 10", the smallest element of the FKT 
series works on a drum of 11.5" in diameter (292 mm), while the largest on drum with a diameter of 66" (1,676 mm). 
Two elements can be combined to form a dual element, having twice the torque capacity of a single element. 

The FKT design offers the following additional features described in this last paragraph.
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FKT Element components

FKT type

1   - Rim
2   - Tube
3   - Elbow assembly
3A- Quick Release Valve - Optional
4   - Compression Ring
5   - Air Connection Tube
6   - Air Connection Gasket
7   - Friction Shoe Assembly
8   - Air Tube Group (dual mounted)
9   - Spacer Group (dual mounted)
10 - Friction Lining & Fasteners
11 - Torque Bar
12 - Release Spring
13 - Side Plate (2 Required)
10, 11, 12 - Friction Shoe Assembly, Torque Bar

and Spring Kit.

NOTES:
The option of quick release valve is
not applicable to 11.5-FKT-500.
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NOTES: 

1- Refers to basic part number only. When ordering, please indicate the number of air inlets
and the type of connection.

Dynamic torque is indicated; the static torque is approximately 25% greater.
The torque in each application depends upon the air pressure and the speed.

Tolerance by size

Size: 11.5 available with 1 or 2 air inlets.
The other sizes are available with 4 air inlets.

Maximum RPM depends on the operating conditions and vary according to each application.
Consult our technical department for application that exceeds the indicated speeds.

With installed drum and worn brake shoes.

2- 

3- :
11,5 to 20 + 0,000/-0,005 ins. (+0,00/-0,13 mm).
24 to 28 + 0,000/-0,008 ins. (+0,00/-0,20 mm).
33 to 42 + 0,000/-0,010 ins. (+0,00/-0,25 mm).

4- Tolerance + 0,005/-0,000 ins. (+ 0,13/-0,00 mm).

5- NPT threads. 

6- 

7- 

Single FKT - Narrow series 
Technical data

Size 11,5 to 42

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.
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QL O3

H2 H6

H7

Size 11,5 to 42

Single FKT - Narrow series 
Dimensional data

D2D3

D25

V

G

W

D24

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.
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NOTES: 

1- Refers to basic part number only. When ordering, please indicate the number of air inlets
and the type of connection.

Dynamic torque is indicated; the static torque is approximately 25% greater.
The torque in each application depends upon the air pressure and the speed.

Size: 11.5 available with 1 or 2 air inlets.
The other sizes are available with 2 or 4 air inlets.

Maximum RPM depends on the operating conditions and vary according to each application.
Consult our technical department for application that exceeds the indicated speeds.

2- 

3- Tolerance by size:
11,5 to 20 + 0,000/-0,005 ins. (+0,00/-0,13 mm).
24 to 28 + 0,000/-0,008 ins. (+0,00/-0,20 mm).
33 to 42 + 0,000/-0,010 ins. (+0,00/-0,25 mm).

4- Tolerance + 0,005/-0,000 ins. (+ 0,13/-0,00 mm).

5- NPT threads. 

6- 

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

Dual FKT - Narrow series 
Technical data

Size 11,5 to 42
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Size 11,5 to 42

D2D3

D25

V

OL D3

H2

H6

H7

W
G

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

Dual FKT - Narrow series 
Dimensional data
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NOTES: 

1- Refers to basic part number only. When ordering, please indicate the number of air inlets and the type of connection.

Dynamic torque is indicated; the static torque is approximately 25% greater.
The torque in each application depends upon the air pressure and the speed.

Tolerance by size

Maximum RPM depends on the operating conditions and vary according to each application.
Consult our technical department for application that exceeds the indicated speeds.

With installed drum and worn brake shoes.

2- 

3- :
14 to 20 + 0,000/-0,005 ins. (+0,00/-0,13 mm).
24 to 28 + 0,000/-0,008 ins. (+0,00/-0,20 mm).
32 to 60 + 0,000/-0,010 ins. (+0,00/-0,25 mm).
66 + 0,000/-0,005 ins. (+0,00/-0,13 mm).

4- Tolerance + 0,005/-0,000 ins. (+ 0,13/-0,00 mm).

5- NPT threads.

6- 

7- 

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

Single FKT - Wide series 
Technical data

Size 14 to 66
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Size 14 to 66

Q O3O3L

H2 H6

H7

D2

D3

D25

D24

V

G

W

O4

56
(14mm)
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m
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* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

Single FKT - Wide series 
Dimensional data

Construction for
size 66’ only
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NOTES: 

1- Refers to basic part number only. When ordering, please indicate the number of air inlets and the type of connection.

Dynamic torque is indicated; the static torque is approximately 25% greater.
The torque in each application depends upon the air pressure and the speed.

 sizes are available with 2 or 4 air inlets.

Maximum RPM depends on the operating conditions and vary according to each application.
Consult our technical department for application that exceeds the indicated speeds.

With installed drum and worn brake shoes.

2- 

3- Tolerance by size:
16 to 20 + 0,000/-0,005 ins. (+0,00/-0,13 mm).
24 to 28 + 0,000/-0,008 ins. (+0,00/-0,20 mm).
32 to 60 + 0,000/-0,010 ins. (+0,00/-0,25 mm).
66 + 0,000/-0,005 ins. (+0,00/-0,13 mm).

4- Tolerance + 0,005/-0,000 ins. (+ 0,13/-0,000 mm).

5- All

6- 

7- 

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

Dual FKT - Wide series 
Technical data

Size 16 to 66
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Size 16 to 66

D2D3

D25

V

G
W

O D3

H2 H6

H7

56
(14mm)

8
2

.5
0

0
2

0
9

5
.5

m
m

G

Construction for
size 66’ only

L

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

Dual FKT - Wide series 
Dimensional data
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FKT Clutch application

Ventilated adapter arrangement - Technical data 
Narrow series 11,5 to 42

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

NOTES:

1- Request by part number. Rotorseal and hose are not included.
2- The torque indicated is dynamic; the static torque is approximately 25% greater.

The torque in each application depends upon the air pressure and the speed.
3- Weight referred to minimum Ø of shaft. Rotorseal and hose are not included.
4- NPT thread
5- Refer to Rotorseal section of technical catalog for assembly and dimensional information
6- Weight referred to minimum Ø of shaft
7- Refers only to the basic part number.

When ordering please specify number of inlets and type of connections.
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FKT Clutch application

Ventilated adapter arrangement - Dimensional data 
Narrow series 11,5 to 42

D

D2
D9

H

Rotorseal

Pipe tap O

D37

CG
Element

Ventilated
Adapter & Hub

D38

CG
Drum &
Hub

D7

X

Shafts and keys
by customer

D1

Adapter hub

Drum

Drum hub

.125 (3mm)

.125 (3mm)
Ventilated Adapter

Element

3.00
(76mm)

5

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.
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* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

FKT Clutch application

Ventilated adapter arrangement - Technical data 
Dual Narrow series 11,5 to 42

NOTES:

1- Request by part number. Rotorseal and hose are not included.
2- The torque indicated is dynamic; the static torque is approximately 25% greater.

The torque in each application depends upon the air pressure and the speed.
3- Weight referred to minimum Ø of shaft. Rotorseal and hose are not included.
4- NPT thread
5- Refer to Rotorseal section of technical catalog for assembly and dimensional information
6- Weight referred to minimum Ø of shaft
7- Refers only to the basic part number.

When ordering please specify number of inlets and type of connections.

15
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D

D2
D9

H

D37 D38

D7

XD1

125 (3mm)

Ventilated adapter

.125 (3mm)

3.00 (76mm)

5

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

FKT Clutch application

Ventilated adapter arrangement - Dimensional data 
Dual Narrow series 11,5 to 42

Rotorseal

Pipe tap O

CG
Hub adapter

& element

CG
Drum &
hub

Shafts and keys
by customer

Adapter hub

Drum

Drum hub

Elements
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* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

FKT Clutch application

Gap mounted arrangement - Technical data 
Narrow series 11,5 to 42

NOTES:

1- Request by part number. Rotorseal and hose are not included.
2- The torque indicated is dynamic; the static torque is approximately 25% greater.

The torque in each application depends upon the air pressure and the speed.
3- Weight referred to minimum Ø of shaft. Rotorseal and hose are not included.
4- M (in) =0.268 (H/2 -radius of bore) + 0.34

M (mm) =6,8 (H/2 -radius of bore) + 8,7
5- NPT thread
6- Pipe tap not requires. Thru hole diamenter 0.44 in (11 mm).
7- Refer to Rotorseal section of technical catalog for assembly and dimensional information
8- Refer to FKT Spider piping and configuration catalog page for other sizes.
9- Based upon minimum bores.
10- Refers only to the basic part number.

When ordering please specify number of inlets and type of connections.
17
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D37 D38

D7XD1

D

D2

H

Spider shown is for sizes
14FKT500 to 24FKT650

M

Drum

Drum HubSpider

8

7
O

.125 (3mm)

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

FKT Clutch application

Gap mounted arrangement- Dimensional data 
Narrow series 11,5 to 42

Rotorseal

CG
Spider &
Element

CG
Drum &
hub

Shafts and keys
by customer

Element
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* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

FKT Clutch application

Gap mounted arrangement - Technical data 
Dual Narrow series 11,5 to 42

NOTES:

1- Request by part number. Rotorseal and hose are not included.
2- The torque indicated is dynamic; the static torque is approximately 25% greater.

The torque in each application depends upon the air pressure and the speed.
3- Weight referred to minimum Ø of shaft. Rotorseal and hose are not included.
4- M (in) =0.268 (H/2 -radius of bore) + 0.34

M (mm) =6,8 (H/2 -radius of bore) + 8,7
5- NPT thread
6- Pipe tap not requires. Thru hole diamenter 0.44 in (11 mm).
7- Refer to Rotorseal section of technical catalog for assembly and dimensional information.
8- Refer to FKT Spider piping and configuration catalog page for other sizes.
9- Based upon minimum bores.
10- Refers only to the basic part number.

When ordering please specify number of inlets and type of connections.
19
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D

D2

H

D37 D38

X

M

Pipe tap O

Cap screw used for sizes
11,5FKT500 to 16FKT600

Thru bolts used for sizes
20FKT600 to 42FKT650

D1

.125 (3mm)

D7

7 8

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

Spider shown is for sizes
25FKT650 to 42FKT650

Drum

Drum Hub
Spider

Rotorseal

CG
Spider &
Element

CG
Drum &
hub

Shafts and keys
by customer

ElementElement

FKT Clutch application

Gap mounted arrangement- Dimensional data 
Dual Narrow series 11,5 to 42

20
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* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change
without previous notice.

FKT Clutch application

Gap mounted arrangement - Technical data 
Wide series 14 to 66

NOTES:

1- Request by part number. Rotorseal and hose
are not included.

2- The torque indicated is dynamic; the static
torque is approximately 25% greater.
The torque in each application depends upon
the air pressure and the speed.

3- Weight referred to minimum Ø of shaft.
Rotorseal and hose are not included.

4- NPT thread
5- Spider is two piece construction consisting of

a hub and adapter plate. D1, length thru bore
is 20 in. (508 mm). D1, length from hub face
to element is 21.63 in. (249 mm).

6- Refer to Rotorseal section of technical
catalog for assembly and dimensional
information

7- Spider shown used for the majority of
element sizes. Refer to FKT Spider piping
and configuration catalog page.

8- Based upon minimum bores.
9- Refers only to the basic part number.

When ordering please specify number of
inlets and type of connections.

21
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D

D2

H

D37 D38

X

M

Pipe tap O

These screws must be removed to allow
element passage thru shaft gap X.

D1

.125 (3mm)

6

D7

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

Drum HubSpider

Rotorseal

CG
Spider &
Element

CG
Drum &
hub

Shafts and keys
by customer Element

Cap Screws used for sizes
20FKT1000 to 66FKT1600

Thru bolts used for sizes
14FKT1000 to 16FKT1000

Drum

FKT Clutch application

Gap mounted arrangement- Dimensional data 
Wide series 14 to 66
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* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

FKT Clutch application

Gap mounted arrangement - Technical data 
Dual Wide series 16 to 66

NOTES:

1- Request by part number. Rotorseal and hose are not included.
2- The torque indicated is dynamic; the static torque is approximately 25% greater.

The torque in each application depends upon the air pressure and the speed.
3- Based upon minimum bores. Rotoseal and hose not included.
4- NPT thread
5- Spider is two piece construction consisting of a hub and adapter plate. D1, length thru bore is 20 in. (508 mm). D1,
length from hub face to element is 21.63 in. (249 mm).
6- Refer to Rotorseal section of technical catalog for assembly and dimensional information
7- Spider shown used for the majority of element sizes. Refer to FKT Spider piping and configuration catalog page.
8- Based upon minimum bores.
9- Refers only to the basic part number. When ordering please specify number of inlets and type of connections. 23



D

D2

H

16FKT1000

20FKT1000
 66FKT1600

D37 D36

D7

X

M

D1

.125 (3mm)

6
7

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

Pipe tap O

Drum Hub

Spider

Rotorseal

CG
Spider &
Element

CG
Drum &
hub

Shafts and keys
by customer

Element

Drum

Element

FKT Clutch application

Gap mounted arrangement- Dimensional data 
Dual Wide series 16 to 66
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* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

FKT - Brake application 
Technical data

Narrow series 11,5 to 42

NOTES:

1- Request by part number. Rotorseal and hose are not included.
2- The torque indicated is dynamic; the static torque is approximately 25% greater.

The torque in each application depends upon the air pressure and the speed.
3- Based upon minimum bores.
4- Tolerance for sizes:

11.5 to 20 + 0.000/-0.005 in
(+ 0,00/-0,13 mm)

    24 to 28 + 0.000/-0.008 in
(+ 0,00/-0,20 mm)

    33 to 42 + 0.000/-0.010 in
(+ 0,00/-0,13 mm)

25
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Narrow series 11,5 to 42

G

D2

D2

D7

P

D3

D38

D45

Refer to element page
for mounting dimensions

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

Dimensional data
FKT - Brake application

CG
Drum &
hub

Shafts and keys
by customer

Brake
Element

Drum

Drum hub
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* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

FKT - Brake application 
Technical data

Wide series 14 to 66

NOTES:

1- Request by part number. Rotorseal and hose are
not included.

2- The torque indicated is dynamic; the static torque
is approximately 25% greater.
The torque in each application depends upon the
air pressure and the speed.

3- Based upon minimum bores.
4- Tolerance for sizes:

14 to 20 + 0.000/-0.005 in
(+ 0,00/-0,13 mm)

    24 to 28 + 0.000/-0.008 in
(+ 0,00/-0,20 mm)

    32 to 60 + 0.000/-0.010 in
(+ 0,00/-0,13 mm)

    66 + 0.000/-0.005 in
(+ 0,00/-0,13 mm)
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Wide series 14 to 66

G

D2

D2

D7

P

D3

D38

D45

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

Dimensional data
FKT - Brake application

Refer to element page
for mounting dimensions

CG
Drum &
hub

Shafts and keys

Brake
Element

Drum

Drum hub

28



FKT - Assembly components 
Technical and Dimensional data

Spider - Single Narrow series

Size 14 to 24

Size 11,5

Size 28 to 42

Spider shown is for
sizes 14 to 24

D42

Spider Configurations

1

D1

H11H14H13

.125 (3mm)

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change 
   without previous notice.

NOTES:

1- Refer to FKT Spider piping and configuration
catalog page for other sizes.

2- Part number for two air passages.
Part number for single air passage - 216633.

3- Based upon minimum bores.
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Spider - Dual Narow series

Size 16 ThruSpider shown is for
sizes 20 and 24

Size 11,5

Size 14
Spider Configurations

1

D1

H11H14

H13

.125 (3mm)

D42

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change 
   without previous notice.

FKT - Assembly components 
Technical and Dimensional data

NOTES:

1- Refer to FKT Spider piping and configuration
catalog page for other sizes.

2- Based upon minimum bores.

30
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Spider Configurations
shown is for all sizes

D1

H11H14

H13

.125 (3mm)

D42

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change 
   without previous notice.

FKT - Assembly components 
Technical and Dimensional data

Spider - Single Wide series

NOTES:

1- Refer to FKT Spider piping and configuration
catalog page for other sizes.

2- Based upon minimum bores.

31
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Spider - Dual Wide series

D1

H11H14H13

D42

1

.125 (3mm)

D42

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change 
   without previous notice.

FKT - Assembly components 
Technical and Dimensional data

Spider Configurations
shown is for all sizes

NOTES:

1- Refer to FKT Spider piping and configuration
catalog page for other sizes.

2- Based upon minimum bores.

32
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Configuration and Air Connections 
FKT Spider

Spider

Compression Gasket

.125 (3mm)

External spider piping versus numbers of connections for all
other sizes of single and dual, narrow and wide FKT elements.

Single Connection Two Conections

Single Narrow 14 to 24
Dual Narrow 14

Single and Dual 11,5 Dual Narrow 20 al 24
Single and Dual Wide 20 al 24

Dual Narrow 16
Single and Dual Narrow 28 to 42
Single Wide 14-FKT
Single and Dual Wide 16-FKT 28 to 60

Spider

Single Connection Two Conections Four Conections
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Ventilated adapter - Narrow series

H2

L1
O

.125 (3 mm)

2.88 (73 mm)

D

H
J1

NOTES: 

1- Single adapter made of
aluminum alloy, dual adapter
made of cast iron.

2- Tolerance + 0.005/-0.000 in.
(+ 0,13/-0,00 mm.)

3- NPT thread.

.75 (19 mm)

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

FKT - Assembly components 
Technical and Dimensional data
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H9

L

H10

D6

D31

H1

NOTES: 

1- Tolerance + 0.000/-0.010 in.
(+ 0,00/-0,25 mm.)

2- Tolerance + 0.003/-0.000 in.
(+ 0,08/-0,00 mm.)

3- American National Standard
for Inufied Screw threads.

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change 
   without previous notice.

FKT - Assembly components 
Technical and Dimensional data

Internal flange drums - Narrow series

35
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Internal flange drums - Wide series

H9

L

H10

D6

D31

H1

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

FKT - Assembly components 
Technical and Dimensional data

NOTES:

1- The drums are provided without
male register.

2- The number of part shown for
the drum 16 is 216130 and
there are 10 holes of ¾ ANC.

3- Tolerance +0.000/-0.010 in.
(+0,00/-0,25 mm)

4- Tolerance by size:
14 to 51 + 0.003/-0.000 in.

(+ 0,08/-0,00 mm.)
60 to 66 + 0.005/-0.000 in.

(+ 0,13/-0,00 mm.)
5- 16 holes, 14 are available. Two

holes 180º apart are not used.

6- 24 holes, 22 are available
Two holes to 180º are not used.

7- 32 holes, 30 are available
Two holes 180º apart are not
used.

8- 36 holes, 34 are available
Two holes 180º are not used.

9- Tapped Holes ½-13 ANC only.

36



D7

H11 H14

D42

.125 (3 mm)

Thru or Ta pped Holes   

NOTES: 

1- Based upon minimum bores.

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

FKT - Assembly components 
Technical and Dimensional data

Drums hubs - Narrow series

37



Drums hubs - Wide series

D7

H11 H14

D42

.125 (3 mm)

NOTES: 

1- Based upon minimum bores.

* The data displayed in the catalog is current and subject to change without previous notice.

FKT - Assembly components 
Technical and Dimensional data

Thru or Tapped Holes   

38
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